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Thesis possibility after internship :        YES 

Funding: YES If  YES, which type of funding : EDOM 

 

Optical manipulation of cold Ytterbium Rydberg atoms 

 

An important goal of modern physics is the study of N-body interacting systems building up 

strong correlations. For this study, many groups use cold atoms for the large control one can 

get of the experimental parameters. The so-called “Rydberg atoms” have one electron 

promoted to a high principal quantum number and therefore have a large orbit, leading to the 

strongest known interactions for neutral atoms [1], far larger than usual “contact” interactions. 

But the studies conducted on cold Rydberg alcali atoms are limited by the lack of an optical 

transition once the Rydberg atom is created, which prevents any further cooling, trapping or 

imaging by optical means. 

  

We are building a new experiment to study cold Ytterbium Rydberg atoms to demonstrate 

their optical manipulation: Ytterbium possesses 2 valence electrons thus the second can be 

used to apply cooling, trapping or even imaging of the Rydberg states as for the Ytterbium 

ion. Ytterbium is the ideal candidate for such an attemp because optical manipulation of the 

ion is already perfectly known on the ion and used in atomic clocks. Demonstrating such an 

optical manipulation of Rydberg atoms will open new perspectives in studying trapped 

Rydberg atoms, with applications in quantum information [2] up to cold plasma physics [3]. 

 

This internship, which can be pursued as a PhD, will consist in helping build the cold 

Ytterbium source made of a Zeeman slower followed with a 2D-MOT of Ytterbium 

atoms. It will take place in the team “Matière Froide et Corrélée” of Laboratoire Aimé 

Cotton. The cold and collimated beam of Ytterbium atoms will further be used to load a 3D-

MOT and get a large number of Rydberg atoms. The optical manipulation of these Rydberg 

atoms would constitute the subject of the possible PhD. 
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Please, indicate which speciality(ies) seem(s) to be more adapted to the subject : 

 

Condensed Matter Physics :  YES     Macroscopic Physics and complexity  : NO 

Quantum Physics :  YES     Theoritical Physics : NO 


